
Alba bounced the ball again. It landed with a thwack on the patio. She bounced it 

harder. Thwack. Thwack. She’d better be careful not to flatten Granny Annie’s shrubs. 

Granny Annie kept a very neat garden. But Alba preferred the wild-looking woods 

that surrounded it. The garden was all trimmed lawn and clipped plants. The woods 

were an unruly mass of twisted trunks, tangled vines and bright flowers. 

‘You can play in the garden but don’t go into the forest,’ Granny Annie had warned 

when Alba arrived for the summer. ‘You might get lost.’

Alba thought getting lost in a forest sounded like fun. Besides she was brilliant at 

finding her way. She looked longingly at the trees. She might not be allowed into the 

forest but that didn’t stop the forest creeping into the garden. Vines poked through 

the fence. Bluebells ducked their heads beneath it. And foxgloves peeped over the 

back wall. Alba didn’t care what Granny Annie said. Those woods were made for 

exploring. 

Although as far as Alba could tell there was no way of getting in. The metal gate was 

rusted shut. Even if she prised it open, the trees and bushes were too overgrown to 

squeeze through.  

Sighing, she gave the ball an almighty throw. It hurtled across the lawn and smashed 

into a blackberry bush. Alba raced after it. She reached into the bush being careful 

to avoid the prickly brambles. No sign of the ball. Alba leant in further. As she 

rummaged, a whole section of the bush seemed to swing as if on a hinge. She 

frowned and pushed it again. The branches swung to reveal a narrow space behind 

the bush. If she turned sideways, she could just about slide into it.

Breathing in, Alba wriggled into the leafy passageway. It was perfectly screened from 

the house by the thick bushes. She blinked. The light was green and speckly. Alba 

edged further in. It was so overgrown she had to crawl on her hands and knees. She 

felt about in the dry leaves for her ball. Suddenly her fingers brushed brickwork. 



She’d reached the back wall. But wait! Some of the bricks were missing. Alba brushed 

the leaves aside. There was a gap in the wall. Big enough for a ball to roll through. 

Maybe even big enough for a girl to squeeze into the forest beyond. 

Alba chewed her lip. She glanced towards the house. Granny Annie would be  

busy with her paperwork. She’d hardly notice if Alba ducked into the forest to  

grab her ball. 

Heart thudding, Alba pressed herself to the ground and scrambled head-first through 

the gap. 

She was in the forest.

There was no sign of the garden wall from this side. Alba frowned, puzzled. You 

couldn’t see the house at all from here. Just woodland all around. 

Suddenly Alba heard a twig snapping. She spun around. What she saw in the clearing 

made her eyes widen in surprise…
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You’ve heard the beginning of Alba’s adventure. Now it’s your turn. 

Can you complete the story? What happens next is up to you…

What has Alba seen in the forest? An animal? A magical creature?  

An enchanted doorway? 

Why is she so surprised? 

What will Alba do next? 

Why does Granny Annie forbid Alba from entering the forest? 

Can you finish Alba’s adventure? 


